Smart Grid Business Convergence: New Cost-Efficient
Business Models fro Flexible and Cyber Secure Smart Grids
Workshop Objectives
• To identify, engage and exchange knowledge with professionals working on smart grid / demand response
business models
• To attain feedback on the Mas2tering market points of entry and to discuss the value proposition design to
the potential clients
• To discuss the functionalities of the LFA and viability of the LFA business model as a multi-sided platform
• To discuss how to disaggregate the benefit of flexibility management (e.g. value to the ecosystem) across
the supplier, DSO, LFA, prosumer community and prosumer
• To schedule some follow up interviews with focus on aggregators, suppliers and local energy communities
• To build a bridge to continue the conversation

Agenda: Opening, USEF, Easy Smart Grid, Blaenau Gwent, Workshop, Panel Discussion

Background I: Mas2tering Project
Multi-Agent Systems and Secured coupling of Telecom and Energy gRIds for Next
Generation smartgrid services

Call Text:
• “Bringing together stakeholders from both the energy utilities and the telecom sector to develop common
approaches for smart energy services and infrastructure.”
• “The sharing of backbone infrastructure and last mile connectivity, considering not only technologies but also the
appropriate business models to deliver significant cost and investment savings.”

Project:
•
•
•
•

We develop software and hardware to facilitate Flexibility Management
We focus on the LV portion of the grid and designate a Local Flexibility Aggregator (prosumer, local energy
community, neighborhood, district…)
For our optimization software, we employ a multi-agent systems (MAS) approach. The aggregator would use this
software. Decisions are made throughout the system as opposed to being centralized. Cybersecurity and
forecasting are also modules of this software. The MAS algorithms are developed by CEA
For our hardware, we develop an in-home energy box. This is led by Telecom Italia and builds on the work of the
Energy@home and Smart Home Initiatives.

Background II: Mas2tering Project
Multi-Agent Systems and Secured coupling of Telecom and Energy gRIds for Next
Generation smartgrid services

WP & Task:
• WP1:
• Task 1.2:

Services, requirements, and business model definitions
Business Strategies & Collaboration Opportunities Review

Storyline & Use Cases:

LFA Multi-Sided Platform Business Model
Opportunity
The LFA business model opportunity: 5-sided MSP

Initial Identification of Business
Model Opportunities

Project Key Exploitable Result
Market Points of Entry

Questions to Consider
•
•
•
•

What are the compelling business cases?
Is the market open to new participants? How to achieve market penetration?
Is there value in the consideration of the local energy community?
Yesterday, we discussed the need to separate the system value proposition and the business cases between
specific actors. How can we disaggregate the data and who is working on this?
• What are the collaboration opportunities between stakeholders?
• What are the triggers to implementation?

